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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we begin a study of boundary-value problems associated with 
a pair of ordinary differential expressions L and M of orders rr. and v = 2~, 
respectively, acting on vector-valued functions f: L -+ C”, where I = (a, 6) is 
an arbitrary open real interval, and C is the complex number field. We assume M 
is positive on Corn(,), the functions of class Cm(c) which have compact support, 
i.e., 
(W, .f>, = J f”(Mf) > 0, f E coyL). 
I 
Then we can introduce an inner product ( , ) on COW(~) via (f, g> = (Mf, g)a , 
and /ifi/ == (f,f)“’ will be a norm there. The basic Hilbert space in which we 
study L and M is one generated by a positive self-adjoint extension H vf MQ 
(which is M on C05(c)) in L?(L). It was shown by Krein [19] that each such 
extension satisfies &I,,, < H < &IF, where M, and M, are two special positive 
extensions of MO, namely, the von Neumann and Friedrichs extension, res- 
pectively. For a recent treatment of this result for multivalued operators see [9f. 
We assume that such an extension satisfies a local inequality 
WE S)a 2 (4n>‘(f, f)w > 
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for all f E B(H), the domain of H, where c(J) > 0 and J is any compact sub- 
interval of L. Then the completion of D(H) with the inner product (f,g) = 
(Hf, g)a is a Hilbert space !$ = BH, and we assume that the identity map on 
B(H) extends to an injection of $ into L&&L), the set of all f which are in L?(J) 
for each compact J C I. Now C,“(L) C 5.jH and the inner product on C,,“(L) is 
a Dirichlet integral, whereas the inner product on B(H) will in general involve 
boundary terms as well. The closure (CaW(,)>” of Corn(c) in & is !& = &,kfF, 
where IlR, is the Friedrichs extension of Ma , and we have !& = 5, @ !3& , 
an orthogonal sum, where 
The injection $ CL;,,,(c) implies the existence of an injection G:Lz(h) + $3, 
where L,‘(L) is the set of all f EL’(r) which have compact support. This G 
satisfies 
If the self-adjoint operator H satisfies a global inequality 
(Hf, f>z 3 c’(f, f X , f E T)(H), 
for some constant c > 0 then the identity map on B(H) extends to an injection 
of 5 into La(h), and G has an extension (call it G) to all of L”(b) into 6. It satisfies 
the above listed properties with La2(b) replaced byLL(L). In this situation G = H-l, 
which is a bounded operator on L’(c), and J3 = a(iW”), the domain of the 
positive square root Hip of H. An instance of this situation occurs in the regular 
case where I is a finite interval and the coefficients of M are smooth on the 
closure i’ of C. The local inequality then implies the global one. In a second 
paper we shall study in detail the regular case. It turns out that in this case $ 
is the set of all f E C-~(E), such thatf (u-l) is absolutely continuous on i, f(u) ELM, 
and where f satisfies a set of homogeneous boundary conditions in f, f I,..., f (*--l), 
the so-called essential boundary conditions for H. The inner product in this 5 
can be explicitly given; it involves a Dirichlet integral as well as boundary 
terms. This situation was extensively studied by Krein [20]. 
Associated with a given $ = !&, and the pairs L, M and L+, M, where L+ 
is the formal adjoint of L, are the maximal smooth linear manifolds T, T+ in 
6” = 9 0 ti 
T = {if,& E ‘23 Ife C'(4 g E 'W,Lf = n/lg>, 
T+ = ((f,g} ES' [f~ Cr(t),g E C"(L), L+f = M-g], 
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where I = max(%, v). Then minimal linear manifolds are defined by 
S = #P> GLd I g, E coY~)l, 
S+ = {{VT GL+?) j 40 E Co”(~)>. 
Now SC T, S+ C T+, and S, S+ are (the graphs of) operators, whereas T, T+ 
are not (the graphs of) operators in general, for 
The minimal and maximal subspaces (closed linear manifolds in $a) are defined 
by To = S’, TO; = (S~)c and Tl = Tc, T,+ = (T+-y, respectively. These can 
be considered as multivalued operators. We have (TO)+ = Tr+, (TO-)* = T, . 
No\\, Tl 3 TO , the orthogonal complement of To in TX , and T,+ (3 Tay, are 
contained in C(L) X C(L). 
The central objects of study are the intermediate adjoint pairs of subspaces 
A, A * satisfying 
T,, C A C Tl , To+ C A” C TX+, 
with dim(d/T,) = d. Since dim(T, 0 To) < 21712 we can characterize these 
A, A* via a finite number of generalized boundary conditions. However, A 
and A” in general contain nonsmooth elements, so that these boundarv con- 
ditions cannot be written in the usual way. Smooth versions A 0 T, ,-lxl? T<-, 
of d and A* are such that (A n T)c = A, (A”’ n T+)” = A”, and, in many 
situations, A n T and A* n T+ may be characterized by boundary conditions 
of the usual sort. This will be shown in detail for the regular case in our nest 
paper. 
\Ve also consider more general subspace extensions A of T,, , namely those 
satisfying 
To C A C 5’2, To+ C A*: C si’, 
where H is a (perhaps larger) Hilbert space containing &. Assuming the resolvent 
set p(A) is not empty, we define the generalized resolvent RA of TO corresponding 
to _g as the operator-vaIued Function given by 
R,(Z)h = P(A - II)-%, h E 3j, 1 E p(A). 
Here P is the orthogonal projection of R onto &; if 52 = 5, R, is the resolvent 
of A. We show that R,(Z)G:L~(L) 3 $ . IS an integral operator with a smooth 
kernel for all E E p(A) n (4Z\QJ, where the exceptional set Cc, is the set of aI 
I E C, where the leading coefficient of L - 1111 is not invertible for some m E L. 
In case M is multiplication by the m x m unit matrix I,, I this implies R,(E) 
is an integral operator of Carleman type. The same methods show that G is an. 
integral operator with a smooth kernel. 
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The results for the important case when S is symmetric are summarized; S 
is symmetric if and only ifL = L+. 
A summary of some of the results presented here was given at the Czechoslovak 
Conference on Differential Equations and Their Applications, Equadiff 4, at 
Prague in August 1977 [8]. An outline of the detailed results in the regular 
case was presented at Equadiff 78, International Conference on Ordinary 
Differential Equations and Functional Equations, held in Florence, Italy in 
May 1978 [lo]. 
We emphasize that we are dealing with systems where no restriction is placed 
on the relative orders of L and M, all cases n > V, n = V, n < V, are allowed. 
Thus we are considering left definite as well as right definite problems, for if a 
subspace S has M positive (the so-called right definite case), then S-l will 
correspond to the left definite case. The consideration of problems of the left 
definite type goes back at least to Weyl[29, pp. 239-2471 who considered second- 
order problems. There is a large literature devoted to problems for two differen- 
tial expressions L and $1. Kamke [17] and Brauer [2] considered problems in 
the regular case, where the Hilbert space is generated by a self-adjoint extension 
H of ,!I$, which differs from the Friedrichs extension iVF . In (31 Brauer treated 
a singular operator case with the global inequality and sj = !$,,,1I,, and Browder 
[5, 61 considered an 5, which is a completion of Corn, in connection with his 
eigenfunction expansion results for nonsymmetric partial differential operators. 
Both Pleijel [22, 231 and Bennewitz [I] deal with subspaces, but our basic 
Hilbert space 5, whose inner product in general involves boundary as well as 
integral terms, differs from theirs. Other approaches have been used to study 
pairs L and llf. For example, Brauer in [4] and Niessen in [21] considered first- 
order systems. Problems of the left definite type have also been considered by 
Shotwell [25], and by Schneider and Niessen [24]. Hilbert spaces, and more 
general spaces, generated by special differential operators fil have been studied 
by Triebel [27]. 
We recall some basic notions concerning linear manifolds and subspaces 
(closed linear manifolds) in $a = 5 @ $, where $ is a Hilbert space over the 
complex numbers C. If S, T are linear manifolds in !+j”, we define 
a(S) = (f E 6 j (f, g} E S, some g E sj) = domain of S, 
!B(S)={g~~j{(f,g)~S,somef~~}=rangeofS, 
S(f) = ig E 9 I {“L d E 87 f E Da(S), 
S-l = {I& f> E 8’ I if, ‘d E s>, 
v(S) = (f6 s 1 (f, 0} E S> = S-l(O) = null space of S, 
as = Hf, %I I if, gl E Sl, olEC=, 
S + T = l(f, g + N I LL gl E S, if, W E Tl, 
I = {l&f) E $2) = identity operator on 5, 
TS = ({j, g} E !Cj’ 1 (f, lz} E S, {h, g} E T for some R E b}. 
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Operators (single-valued functions) in 9 will be identified with their graphs in 
5”; they are the linear manifolds S such that S(0) = (01. If S is an operator 
in 9 we write Sf for S(f). The algebraic sum S q T is given by 
For any linear manifold M in a Hilbert space si we denote by MC its closure, 
and ML = si 0 M, the orthogonal complement of M in A. We have A = 
134 @ ML, an orthogonal algebraic sum, if M is a subspace in -9. In 5s we have 
the self-pairing 
If S is a linear manifold in G2, its adjoint S* is defined by 
S* = ((A, h) E s2 j i(f, g>, {h, k)> = 0, all (f, g> E Sl. 
It is a subspace in e2, and in fact S* = (JS)‘, where J: p + !$ is the unitary 
map given by J{f,g> = ig, -f>. A 1 inear manifold S is symmetric if S C Sx, 
and it is self-adjoint if S = S*. Further details about subspaces in @ can be 
found in [7], or [II]. 
The real number field is denoted by R, thej x k zero matrix by OF. 
2. &ELInlIxARY RESULTS ON SYSTEMS OF DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSIONS 
In this section we collect some basic results we shall require in the succeeding 
sections. First we present brief proofs of fairly general regularity results for 
systems of equations. The basic ideas for these go back at least to Halperin [16], 
and later Kemp [18] showed how to obtain such results even though the leading 
coefficient of the differential expression has zeros on the interval under considera- 
tion. Next we define the maximal and minimal operators in anL’-space associated 
with a formal differential expression, and show what their domains are in the 
regular case of a finite interval. Some formal material on even-order symmetric 
operators is presented, since these will be the basic op’erators used in defining 
our Hilbert spaces. 
We settle some notational matters. Consider an open interval L = (a, b) on 
the real axis R, where n = -co, b = +a, or both are allowed. For a fixed 
positive integer PZ let Co(c) = C(L) denote the set of all continuous m x 1 
matrix-valued functions f on L whose components have values in @, the complex 
numbers, i.e.,f: L + G w. For k E N (the positive integers) let C?(L) denote those 
f E C(L) such that Dkf = f(“) E C(C) (h ere D denotes differentiation). The set of 
all f E C(L) having all derivatives on L is denoted by P(L), and the set of those 
f~ C=(c) which vanish in a neighborhood of a and of b is denoted by Coa(t>. 
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The set of all m x 1 matrix-valued functions f: c ---f UZ=” (more precisely, 
equivalence classes of such functions) for which 
I Jf IP < a, If IS =f*f, 
for every compact subinterval J C L is denoted byL&,(~), ( p > l), with L&J‘) = 
Lloc(l). The set of all f EL&~(L) which have compact support in G is denoted by 
L,“(L), whereas the set of all f ELF&,(b) for which 
is denoted by LB(L). 
Let AC&,,(L) = AC&L) be the set of all m x 1 matrix-valued functions 
f: L --f Cc’” whose components are absolutely continuous on each compact 
subinterval of L, and, for K E N, let AC&,(‘) be the set of all those f E C?(L) 
such that f cp) E r4C&~). 
If F, G are matrix-valued functions on L, having the same number of rows, 
we set 
(F, G)Z = j G*F, 
L 
(F, 3,~ = J; G*-C 
provided that the components of G*F are in L(L) and L(j), respectively, where J 
is a subinterval of L. We emphasize that F on G need not have columns in L’(t). 
All our regularity results depend on the following simple lemma, whose proof 
we include for completeness. 
LEMMA 2.1. If f E L~,&L), and ;ffor some k E N zue haz!e (f, ~TI(~))~ = 0 for all 
q~ E C,,m(~), then f is (after correction on a set of measure 0) a polynomial oj- degree 
at most k - 1. 
Proof. Let us first consider the case k = 1. Let 01: L + R be in Co”‘(~) and. 
satisfy s1 a: = 1. For 9, E COW(~) define 
4 = v - cx (JI v) = v - “(?A L)e; 
then $J E Cam(,) and sL # = 0, l. This implies that the function Y, defined by 
Y(x) = Jli4(t) dt, 
a 
is in C,,“(c), so that (f, !P’), = (f, #)2 = 0. Th’ . 1s IS readily seen to imply (f, gj)g = 
(L , yMf, GJ2 = ((5 4J2 , vh , which means that 
f = (f, az)?: =s, at> a.e. (almost everywhere). 
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Now suppose the lemma is true for some k. Let cp E Cgm(c) and decompose this 
as before. We then obtain 
If we assume (f, y~(“+l))~ = 0 for all 9) E C”“(L), then (f, #‘“j)B = 0, since 
$‘I% = yw1,, where YE Coo3(t). In addition, we obtain by partial integration 
The induction assumption then tells us that a.e., 
f - l-l)” x!“(f, a(kJl& 
k! 
is a polynomial of degree at most k - I, or thatf is, a.e., a polynomial of degree 
at most k. This proves the lemma. 
On the open interval L we now consider a differential expression L of order 
72 > 0, 
L = f P,LF, 
It=0 
where the Pk are 1~ x 7~ matrix-valued functions whose components are complex 
vaiued, measurable, and locally bounded functions on L. ICf some component of P, 
does not vanish on some set of positive measure, we shall say that the order of L 
is R. The Lagrange adjoint L+ of L is given by 
L’ = jj (-l)kD”P,*. 
I;=0 
Associated with L we inductively define the L-pseudo-deriuatices f Q}, 0 < i < n, 
of an m x 1 matrix-valued function -f: I + 0“ as follows: f‘p = (-lyPz$ 
If fp E AC&L), then f r} = D# + (- I)+lP$J, so that iy} is defined a.e. 
If after correction on a null set pf} E BCl&l), then 
f fi+1f L = Of!' + (-l)"-"-'p,"_i-lf. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Generalized Green’s Formula). Szlppuse .f~ AC&‘(L) and 
g EL&C), with $1 E ACT,,, i = 0 ,...., n - 1. Tizen fm any a, , b, E c 
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Proof. We find by induction that for i = O,..., n - 1 the left side is equal to 
where for i = 0 the last term in the latter sum is absent. An integration by 
parts of the identity for i = 72 - 1 gives the desired result. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose P,< E C?+(t) (i.e., tke columns of Pk are in C”(L)) fey 
k = O,..., n. If f E AC;;;(b) f 0~ some s, 1 < s < n, then (after correction on a set 
of measure 0) f p} E ACl,,(6) for i = 0 ,..., s - 1. Inparticular, iff E ACrO;‘(‘) then 
fp’ = go (-l)~iD’(P~f) = L+f, a.e. 
Proof. It is clear that f Lo1 E ACT,,, and by definition 
f”’ = Df”‘+ (-l)“-lP*p f L L n 1 a e . -7 
and thus 
fp’ = (-l)“D(Plf) + (-l)n-lP,*_lf a.e. (2-l) 
In case s > 1 the right side is in AC&,(t), which implies that f pl E AC1OC(~) 
after correction on a set of measure 0. An induction shows that 
f ;} z f: (-l)“-i+jD”(p;-i+j f) a.e., i = 0 ,..., s, (2.2) 
i=O 
with equality everywhere for i = O,..., s - 1. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose Ph E F(L), k = O,..., n, and P,(x) is invertible for 
x E L. If (after correction on a set of measure 0) ff} E A&&L) for i = O,..., s - 1, 
for some s, 1 < s < n, tken (after correction on a set of measure 0) f E AC&i(c). 
Proof. Since f pl E -~C&L), we have 
f = (- l>fi(Pyfy E r4c&L), 
for the columns of (Pz)-l are in AC&L). Moreover we have relation (2.1). In 
case s > 1 we see that f’ is equal a.e. to a function in AC&L), and consequently 
f’ E AC~&L), which implies f E AC&(c). In general, for i = O,..., s - 1 we have 
f p} = f: (- l)n-+i@(p;-i+j f ), 
j=O 
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and hence 
so that D~JE aCr,,(c), and hencefe AC&~(L). 
Rema~k-k. Ii m let f E AC~~~( ) L in Lemma 2.2, then we have equal$- every- 
where in (2.2) for i = O,..., n - I and equality a.e. for i = n. In this Iast case 
we find the familiar fact that if 
then 
L+j = i &D”f, 
x=0 
0,: = i,(-l)j (jj Dj-kPT, k = 0 ,.... ti. 
I 
Using the equality everywhere for i = O,..., TZ - 1 we find the usual Green’s 
formula 
for f, g E -~C;&‘(L) and a, , 15, E L. 
Now consider a second differential expression 
where the C& are 111 x m matrix-valued functions whose elements are complex- 
valued, measurable, and locally bounded functions on L. Associated with MT 
we have the :W-pseudo-derivatives f$, 0 < i < Y, of an nz x I matrix-valued 
function f: L 3 @‘,. 
%EoREnr 2.2. Let f, g E L&L) be such that 
and suppose n > V. Then (after correction on a set of measure oj -ff} E dCloc(c), 
i = o,..., n - v - 1. 
If, irz addition? g$ E ACIOC(~) f or i = 0 ,..., s for some s, 0 < s < Y - 1, then 
(after correction on a set of measure 0) ffl E ACIOc(~), i = O,..., )2 - v + s. In 
case s = v - 1 we have 
-Cd 
jr. 
Cd a e 
= g.M . . (2.4) 
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rf P,: E C/~(L), K = 0 ,..., n, Qzp E C*(C), k = 0 ,..., v, and PN(x), Q”(x) are 
invertible for x E I, then (2.4) implies f E AC&‘(L), g E AC&i(c) and 
L+f = wg a.e. 
Proof. From (2.3) we have 
1 ‘$ (Dipi*) P;f = s i (D’p?‘)Q;g. 
L j-0 C j=O 
Let c E L and introduce the following functions defined for x E L: 
(2.5) 
F.f,(.x) = Pj”(x) f (x), j = o,..., n, 
F;,(x) = p;k-l, j = 0 )...) n, h = l)..., 12 -j, 
D 
and 
G.$Y) = @(x) g(x), j = o,..., v, 
Gf&) = Jz GE-, , j = 0 )...) v, k = l,...) n -j. 
e 
Integration by parts in (2.5) then yields 
Hence by Lemma 2.1 u-e obtain 
a.e., 
where R,-, is a polynomial of degree at most n - 1. By induction for i = O,..., 
n - v - 1 we can now prove that (after correction on a set of measure 0) 
f fl E AC~&L) and that 
n 
(-l>“fF’ = - 1 (-l)‘Ff;_,,j-i + i (-l)‘+“-“G~jS~+~-VW~ + DiR,,-l 
j=i+l j&J 
for i = O,..., n. - V. In case i = I2 - v we may write 
(-1yjF = - i (-l)Q’$-j,~-i + i (-I)j~n-“GyM_~,j+n-v-~ 
:i=i+1 j=l 
+ DiR,-, + (-l)“-“G~o . 
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Now the sums on the right side are in AC~&L). So if ggl= (- 1 jvG$lu AC’I&~), 
it follows that fp-“l E ACT,,,. We continue by induction. If gg E AC&L) for 
i = o,..., s (0 <s <v-- l), then for i = n - ~‘,...~n - Y+ s we have 
ff) E ACT,, and 
In particular, if s = Y - 1, and we consider the above relation for i = II - 1, 
we obtain 
fp-l} = -F,L, + G,M, , + gp + (-l)“D’“-lRn-l ) 
which gives 
ffpl =gg a.e. 
The rest of the statements follow from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. 
COROLLARY. Let Pr, E 19(t), k = 0 ,..., n, and suppose Pn(<x) is invertible fog 
x E L. If f, g c L&L) are such that 
(5 LF>r = k P)2 ? 9 fs G”(~)f 
the-n f E AC[$(L) and L+f = g a.e. If g = Oell a.e., i.e., we haze 
(f, LA2 = 0, 
then f~ P(L) and L+f = O,,,l. 
We consider in more detail the case when L has coefficients Pk E F(t), 
k = O,..., n, and P,(x) is invertible for all x E L. In L’(L) we define the operator 
L, to be L restricted to Co”(c). Thus, in terms of graphs 
Its adjoint L$ inL’(c) is just the set 
and we see from the corollary to Theorem 2.2 that if {f, g> E L$ then f E ACT$(L), 
g = L-Ff. Thus we define the maximal operator L&, for L+ in G(L) as 
L+,,, = ({f, L+f} 1 fE P-l(b) n L*(L),f(‘+l) E ~Gclc(~), L';fELP(~)I, 
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and we have L$ CL&,, . But Green’s formula shows that 
P?J> f), - (% L”f>, = 03 q E Co”(l),fE a(L’r,,,), 
and hence L&, CL:, or L$ = L+ ma.. If we define L,+ to be L+ restricted to 
Cog, we have (Lo+)* = L,, , the maximal operator for L in D(L), 
L max = {(f, Lf} IfE @-l(c) n LT(L), p-1) E AC&c), LfELP(l)}. 
The minimal operators Lmin , Lfin , for L and L+ in E(L) are defined by 
Lmin = (Lo)‘, L&i, = (Lo+)‘. 
Then we see that Lmin , L&, , L,,, , Lfax are all closed operators, and 
L, c Llin = (L&,x)” c L,, = (L&in)* = (Lo+)“, 
For f E a( -Lx), f+ E ~(G,,), we may write Green’s formula as 
s a: (f’)“-v - (L”f’)“f = ~~f+ltl(hJ - [f,f+1(4 
where [q, , b,] C L = (a, b), and 
Here we are using the notation 6, for any j x k matrix-valued function u on c 
having n - 1 derivatives, to mean the nj x k matrix-valued function on G 
given by 
u 
Thus f” is nnz x 1. As for gL , it is a continuous invertible mn x mn matrix- 
valued function on I depending only on the coefficients Pk of L and their deriva- 
tives. If gL = (gLjz), j, k = l,..,, n, is considered as an n x n matrix whose 
entries are m x m matrices gLik , then 
= Om”, j+k>n+l. 
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In particular9~j, = (- l)“-“P, ifi + k = n + 1, and this implies det gL(z) = 
(det P,(X))” f 0, x E L. It follows from Green’s formula that the limits 
~~$f, ’lb) = [f, fY@>J $irfY f+lm = LfY f+ml 
exist for all f E a(&&, f + E ID( Lf,,). 
We say that L is regular at the endpoint a if a is finite and the coefficients Pk 
of L can be extended to [a, b) so that Pr, E (?([a, b)), k = 0, l,..., n, and Pn(x) 
is invertible for all s E [a, b); similarly for the endpoint b. The differential expres- 
sion L is reguZar on c if it is regular at a and b. If L is regular at a then so is L+-, 
and, in this case, for all f E Tt)(L,,) u B(L&,) we have f(x) tends to a finite 
limit?(a) as x + a. To see this we note that [f, f+](x) = (~+)*(x)~~(Fx)~(x) 
tends to a limit as x + a for all f E z)(L,,,), f f E %(L&,), and we have (BL(x))-’ 
tends to a limit (BL(a))-l, since L is regular at a. Thus it is sufficient to show 
B’Jx)f(‘!x) (or (f+)*(x) 33’Jx)) tends to a limit. Let 
%(-z.) = (k _ I)! 
(x - 4-l I,,? ) a < x < b, k = 1,...,n, 
and put fk f = pcx- , where qz E (?([a, b)) is such that F(X) = I on some interval 
[a, a + ~1 C [a, b), E > 0, and P(X) = 0 for x near 6. Thus fk+ E B(J&~~U) n 
~(L&,), and fi+(4 ---f +Qa) as x ---f a, where &,.(a) is an nm x 1 matrix whose 
entries are O?,,l except the kth which is I, . If we let f+ = (fi+ ,..., fr2+>, we see 
that F-(X) -+ 1-, as x --f a, so that ~Y=(x)~(.x) tends to a limit as x + a, for all 
f E B(L,,). We now see that II)(L,,,) u 3(L&,) can be considered as a subset 
of C+l([a, b)). Since 
f bd = P,l[Lf - (P,-J(“-I) +- ..’ + P”f)], 
and Lf E L2(t) for f E T$L,,,), we have that f (To EL’([a, a f ~1) for E > 0 such 
that [a, a + c] C [a, b), and so f Oc) c= Ll([a, a + e]) for such E. Hence f o-r) E 
AC([a, a + E)) f or all such E, or, as we shall say f (+l) E ACl,,([a, b)). We has-e 
shown that if L is regular at a then 
L,,, = ((f, Lf > j f E C+l([a, b)) n L”(c), f (+I) E ACIOc([a, b)), Lf E-LB(L)), 
GicLx = {(f, &f> 1 f~ C+l([a, b)) n L2(L), f tn-l) E ACIoc([a, b)), L+f ELZ(t)). 
Note that the essential fact shown in the proof above is that the map K: 
‘D(L,,) n B(L&,) -+ Vrn given by 
I =f+(a) = h-J*(x), f + E D(L,,) n W2&>, 
is surjective. 
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If L is regular at a then f E ID(L,i,) u %(L&,J implies that f(u) = Oi, . If, 
for example, f E a(L,i,) then 
t&L f’>2 - (f, L+f ‘)z = [f> f +1m - Cf, f +x4 = 0 (2.6) 
for all f + E 3(L&,), since Lmin = (L&,,)*. Letting f+ = (fi+,..., fn+) we find 
that [f, f+](b) = OA, and 
so that f(u) = Ok, . In particular if L is regular on L and f E a(Lmin) then 
f 6 3(-L& andj(u) =.@) = Oz, . Conversely, if f E B(L,,,) and f(u) = f(b) 
= O& , then (2.6) is valid for all f + E 3(L&,,) and f E a(L,i,). Therefore we 
have, in case L is regular on c, 
&in = ((fj Lf} E-Lax j f(U) = J(b) = OfJ, 
L&in = {(f,L+f) EJZiiax if”(U) =f(b) = Of,}. 
We shall be considering a formally symmetric differential expression on 
‘ = (a, q, 
where Qk(m x m) E C?(L), k = O,..., v, and Q”(X) is invertible for all x E 1. 
Every such M can be written as 
n[ = i (-l)jDjA$j + $ (DjtlB,Dj + DjBjDj+l), v = 2p, (2.7) 
j=o j=O 
or as 
M = i (L l)jDjAjDj + i i (Dj+lBjDj + DIBjDj+l), y = 2~ + 1, (2.8) 
GO j=O 
where the ,43 , Bj are Hermitian m x m matrix-valued functions on L such that 
A, E P(L), j = 0 ,..., p, and Bj E c”j+l(L), j = 0 ,..., p - 1, in case Y = 2p, or 
j = o,..., p in case v = 2~ + 1. The proof for the scalar case m = 1 can be 
used. Consider (2.7), for example. We must have Q& = QzU and AI1 = 
M - DuQzr,D~ is again a formally symmetric difierential expression of order 
at most 2~ - 1. Choose A, = (- 1)&Q,, . If MI has order 2~ - 1 with the 
leading coefficient RzUu-1 , then R&r = -RZupI , or, if we let B,-, = -(i/2)RzupI , 
B,*-1 = B,-, _ Then 
MI - i(DfiBsFIDu-l + Du--lBmpIDu) 
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is formally symmetric of order at most 2~ - 2. An induction now yields (2.7), 
and similarly for (2.8). ‘CV e remark that the decompositions (2.7) and (2.8) of iI4 
are unique, i.e., the Hermitian matrices Aj , Bj are uniquely determined by M. 
Our principal concern will be with even order, v = 2~, formally symmetric 34. 
The study of such M is simplified by the introduction of quasi-derivatives. 
We define the matrix-valued functions Qjk by 
Qjj = -4, 9 j = O,..., p, 
Qi,l j = i(- 1)“‘3, ) j = o,..., p - 1, 
Q,: jfl = i(-l)iBj , j = o,..., p - 1, 
and all other Qjl: = O,,,‘“. Then Q& = Qkj and we may write iW as 
d/l = i ‘il (-l)jDjQj,Dk. 
j=o I,++1 
In such sums we assume the terms which have Qj, = O,n”z are zero, even though 
D” is not defined for k < 0. For an m x 1 matrix-valued function f: L -+ Pi! 
we introduce the quasi-derivatives off with respect to Mz 
f M zz.z Djf, j = o,..., p - 1, 
f[“l = Qe,pIDU-lf + Q,,D”f, 
u--l+1 
f[u+ll = c Qupj JVy- Dflu+i-13, j = I,..., p. 
I;=L‘-j-l 
(2.9j 
The introduction of these for differential expressions of arbitrary order with 
complex coefficients goes back at least to Sin [26]. From the last line in (2.9) 
we obtain by induction 
5 i+1 
f’“1 = x 1 (- l)iD’Q,,Dkf + (- l)~+lDs+lf[--11, o<:s<p-1. 
jdl b-1 
In particular, for s = p - 1 this shows that 
Another relation that follows from the last line in (2.9) is 
if1 
DfP-f-U zzz c t&D”+ f k-i], i = 0 ,..., p - 1. 
L-i-1 
505/35/2-z 
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THEOREM 2.3. If f E AC&$(L) and g E ACK,(L), then 
g*(&ff) = i 'f (D'g*)Qik(Dkf) - D '2 (g[il)*fl+-ll . 
i-0 k-1 i=O I 
Proof. We have 
p-1 u-1 
= c {(g["l)"Df["-i-ll + D(g[i])*ff[~-i-l])~ 
i=O 
Using the above relations for quasi-derivatives we find 
p-1 u-1 
z. (gCil)*Dfki-11 = z. (.?I)* ikgl QuPY - fLv-"') 
= z k["')* /k~lQ.pkfj (2.10) 
u-1 
and 
- z1 (gPl)*p-il - (gPl)*pl, 
u-1 u-2 




= zl (g[il)*ffly-il + ,z-, (Dug*) QtPY. 
Now addition of (2.10) and (2.11) gives the desired result. 
COROLLARY 1 (Lagrange identity in terms of quasi-derivatives). If f, g E 
A Cyg(l) then 
g*(n/f) - (&Ig)*f = D c ((g[+-ll)*f lil - (g[il)*f[u-i-l]) . 
i=O I 
COROLLARY 2. If f E 3(lkf&&, g E AK’~-~(~), g(u) E,?(&), and iO = [a, , b,] c 
L = (a, b), then 
where f& is the one-cobmn ??zatrix witlz co?FtpoFzents f (a,), f [ll(a,),..., f bll(ao), 
f(bo), f qJ&. ., f~“-l~(~,), andf$] is the one-column matrix with elements 
f ~“-yuo) )...) f yao>, -f [‘~“l(bo) ...) -fqs,). 
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COROLLARY 3 (Green’s formula in terms of quasi-derivatives). If 
f, g E wbnax), 
j- i 2 Pig*)Qi@“f) 
LO i=@ kei-l 
is called a “Diuichlet integral” on t0 associated with M. 
3. HILBERT SPACES ~~SOCIATELJ WITH POSITIVE &~?ERENTIAL OPERATORS 
On t = (a, b) we consider a differential expression of order Y > 0, 
M = i: Q,D’i, 
k=O 
where Qk(m x p12) E G(L), k = O,..., V, and Q.(X) is invertible for x E I. On 
Co”(l) we wish to associate an inner product ( , ) with M via 
Thus we must have, and we assume, M is formally symmetric, M = M+, and 
nonnegative in the sense that 
This in turn implies that the order of M must be even, v = 2~~ and that the 
leading coefficient QV has the property that (-1)” Q”(X) > 0, x E L, in the sense 
that for each x E I there is a positive constant C(X) such that 
The usual proof in the scalar case carries over to the system case. If p, E COW(&) 
let &A) = eifg(x), t E R, N E L. Then vt E C,-(b) and 
with a, = ti(QVycp, P)~ . If a, + 0, sign(Mq, , vJz = sign(a$‘) for / t / > t,, > 0, 
for some sufficiently large to . This readily implies a, > 0 and v = 29.1, an even 
integer. In turn this implies ivQ”(m) = (-lp Q,(X) > 0, .X E L, since Q(X) is 
invertible for x E L. 
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We have seen in Section 2 that an ilI = M+ of even order Y = 2~ can be 
written as 
for appropriate Qjle , Q& = Qki , and therefore the inner product (p), 4) on 
C,m(t) is what is often called a “Dirichlet inner prod&,” 
The Hilbut space snr . Since we require 
(P), 94 = (% WJh = w?4 Y-J)2 3 0, qJ E Com(4 
it is obvious that /) /I = d/o d e fi nes a seminorm on C,,m(,). Actually it is a 
norm there, as the following reasoning shows. Suppose g, E C,,“(L) is such that 
11 v )I = 0. Then 
for all 4 E C,“(L). This and (3.1) imply that (I&J, #)2 = 0 for all #E Co”(l), 
which yields i& = 0, and hence v = 0. We denote by BiM the Hilbert space 
completion of C,“(L) in this norm. This Hilbert space can be viewed as a subset 
of L&c(t) in certain cases, and we will guarantee this by -making the following 
assumption for the remainder of this paper: 
(3.2) ASSUMPTION. For any compact subinterval JC c there exists a positive 
constant c(J) such that 
A similar assumption has been made by Browder in his work on eigenfunction 
expansions for partial differential operators ([.5, p. 3711; see also [6, p. 1 I]). 
A more complicated assumption has been made by Bennewitz in his study of 
pairs of differential operators [I, pp. 41, 421. 
Let {fJ be a sequence of Co”(l) elements for which jlfn -fill 11 + 0 as 
n, m + co. This Cauchy sequence defines an element FE SM. However, on 
every compact subinterval J C I we have ilJn -fin lj2,J + 0 by (3.2). Hence there 
exists an ~EL&JL) such that jlfn -fllB,J - 0 on every compact subinterval 
JC L. For y E C,“(L) we have by (3.1) 
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where J denotes the support of MT. This shows that 
( F: 74 = (5 Jwt 9 v E c*yq. 
This implies that the identity map on C,,“(G) has an extension P l--t f of S& into 
L’&,(r), which is injective, so that we may, and do, identify !& as a subset of 
L~&L). Then we have 
(f, d = (f, JG), > f E & > VJ E G%h (3.3) 
and, since (3.2) extends to !&, 
llf II 2 c(J) IlflLl I f E 45115 * (3.4) 
A consequence of (3.3) is that if f f $j,tf , f E C+(G), and Bq = 0, then j = 0, for 
(f5 9’) = (f, JG42 = Pcf? vh = 0, (p 6 Co”l(L), 
implies J = 0. 
Let fiir, be the Friedrichs extension of M,, , the restriction of M,, to C,a(~). 
We claim that 9(&r,) is in bw. For if f f D(MF) there exists a sequence 
vn E Cos.(c) such that 
If-%~/2’0, II 5% - 9% II = P%n - Pm), %I - %r?>z - 0, 
and so II cp, - P.*~ ib -+ 0. If F is the element in SjSnl determined by v,~ , then 
Ij F - vn [jz,J -+ 0 for each compact subinterval JC L and IIf - pn /Ia -+ 0 imply 
that F = f. Now for f E 3(MF) we have 
lifl? = (fifj = lim(f, vn) = lim(f, n/r,,), = lim(Mf, y& = (MFf,ff)* ? 
and this shows that the inner product on ZD(MF) C 5&f is 
(frg) = (M7Yg)z 9 f, g E a(nfF)? 
and also 
Therefore we see that $jj,, can be viewed as the completion of D(M,) with the 
inner product (MFf, g)a , f, g E 3(&f,). 
We note that 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a linear map G.bI: LOP(~) -+ $,,,, with the jdlowing 
properties: 
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6) (f, A), = (5 G&),f~ $5,~ , h ELOP(G, 
(ii) G,i& = 9, 9 E Corn(~), 
(iii) MG,& = h, lz E&,?(L), 
(iv) G&[ is injective and Yl(G,%,) is dense in enf . 
Proof. Let h E&~(C) with support JC L. A consequence of (3.4) is that 
I(f> h)z I < llfllz,.~ It hILJ d d(J) IV IL fs 5~ , 
where d(J) is a positive constant depending on h. This means that for a fixed 
h EL,,*(~) the map f ++ (f, R)a is a continuous linear functional on eM. Hence 
there exists a unique element, say G,h, in 4j, for which (i) holds. It is clear 
that this defines a linear map GM of L:(b) into SW . Next we note that y E Co”(~) 
implies My E&~(L), so that the left side of (ii) is defined. According to (3.3) 
and (i) we have 
(5 P> = (h MP)~ = (.A G&W, 
which proves (ii). As to (iii) note that 
According to the Corollary to Theorem 2.2 this implies that (after correction on 
a set of measure 0) G,,& E AC&!(L) (so the left side of (iii) is defined) and 
MG~h = h a.e. proving (iii). This also implies Gbf is injective. IffE$jiu 0 %(G,,) 
we see from (i) that (f, h)a = 0 for all Jz E&~(L), or f = 0, proving (iv). 
We note that if R E C(h) nL,2(&) then Gh E C’(L) n sM . 
A global ilzequality for !T&. . Let us now consider an assumption stronger 
than (3.2), which was made by Brauer [3] in his work on pairs of differential 
expressions: 
(3.7) ASSUMPTION. There exists a constant c > 0 such that 
II P II 2 c II P /Is > P E G”(4. 
Using an argument just like that following (3.2), we see that the identity map 
on Corn(b) can be extended to an injection of bnn into L2(c), so that we may, and 
do, identify 5jM as a subset of P(L). We have 
CL ‘PI = (f, MP)2 3 f E 5hf 9 P E ~(JGnin)* (3.8) 
It is clear that (3.8) is valid for p E Corn(c), and this implies (3.8) itself. The 
inequality in (3.7) extends to Snr, 
ilfll >cllfllo> fE%w- (3.9) 
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the mapping G, has an extension, call it G,V also, to an injection G,,: L’(c) + &,,* 
such that Theorem 3.1 is valid with &,a(~) replaced by L”(c) everywhere. In fact 
assuming (3.7) we can identify G,,, more precisely. In this case (MP)-l exists as 
a bounded operator defined on all of c(d), and it coincides with the operator G&f . 
To see this let h EL~( L and putf = GJz - (A&-%. Thenfg !$i,I and fvrf = 0 ) 
(by Theorem 3.1), which implies f = 0 by the remark following (3.4). We note 
that $,\, is the domain B((MF)lp) of the positive square root (MP)l/-2 of J’U~ . 
We give an example to show that (3.7) is strictly stronger than (3.2). Let 
L = (0, co)! vz = 1, and M = --D”. For 9: E Corn(c) we have 
q(x) = IX v’(t) at, 
0 
which readily implies that, for every compact subinterval J C 1, 
which shows that (3.2) is valid. However, if we let for n > 2 
p,(x) = a-y(x - l&z - X>“, 1 <s<n, 
= 0, O<x<l,x>n, 
where 1 l/2 < y < 13j2, then vn E C;(l), so that ~~ E JsM on account of (3.6). 
-4 calculation shows that 
II %a II -+ 09 II 9772 IL!-+ +a& 
which implies that (3.9) d oes not hold, and hence (3.7) cannot be valid. a 
The Hilbert space !?& . If M satisfies (3.2), then the operator MO in 
L:(L) may have symmetric extensions S in P(L) which satisfy the following 
condition: 
(3.10) For each compact subinterval JC I there exists a c(J) > 0 such that 
In this situation the completion of D(S) with the inner product 
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is a Hilbert space $s which includes CO~(l). Iffn E B(S), lJfn - fm (/ + 0, then 
fn determines an FE J& , l/fn - F /I-+ 0, and also, by (3.10), anfEL;“,,(‘) such 
that ILL -flh -+ 0 for each compact subinterval JC L. The map F t-+ f is 
linear, and will be an injection if and only if S satisfies: 
(3.11) fn E B(S), Jj fn -fin Ij + 0, Ij fn jJr,l + 0, each compact subinterval 
JC c, implies Ilf,8 /) ---f 0. 
Assuming (3.10) as well as (3.11), we see that F can be identified with f, 
h CG,,(d. We have for f 6 -% , P E Gm(4 llf - fn II --j 0, fn E W>, 
(f, q-4 = lim(fny 91 = lim(fn, ~FA = (f, Whj 
which shows that 
The inequality in (3.10) extends to Bs , 
It is clear that the inner product of z&, restricted to C,,“(L), is the same as the 
inner product for Bfif . Thus the completion of Co”(c) in !& is the same as $3M, 
and so e&f C $, . If 
then 
% = {f E C”(t) (7 5, I Mf = O}, 
5s = Bid 0 % - (3.14) 
To show this suppose f c $j 0 $j,,,, . Then using (3.12) we have (f, MP?)~ = 
(f, v) = 0 for all P E Com( ) L and the Corollary to Theorem 2.2 shows that 
f~ 9Js. Reversing these steps shows that ’91s C !& 0 $A1 , and so !& 0 $j,+,, = ‘Q.. 
Note that $Xs is finite-dimensional with dim 9& < VM 
Let S, be the Friedrichs extension of S, We claim that B(S,) is in $js . For if 
f 6 B(S,) there exists a sequence fn E B(S) such that 
Ilf - fn II2 - 0, llfn -f,, II = (M(fn -fvJ,fn -fin)z + 0, 
and so I]& -fin jlt,J --+ 0. If P is the element of 9~~ determined by fn , then 
(1 P - fn )J2,J -+ 0 for each compact subinterval J C I and (1 f - fn II2 + 0 imply 
that F = f. Now for f E D(S’,) we have 
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and this shows that the inner product on B(S,) C 5& is 
and also 
(3.15) 
Therefore vve see that !& = $jsF, that is, !FJ~ can also be viewed as the com- 
pletion of D(S,) with the inner product (S,f, g)2, f, g E D(S,). This shows 
that in considering Hilbert spaces of the type ss we may assume that S = H, 
a self-adjoint extension of Ma in Lo which satisfies (3.10) and (3.11). 
Now we can see that there exists an injection G:Lz(l) -+ ss completely 
analogous to the injection GIM:L$(t) -+ $,,f . 
THEOREM 3.2. There exists a lineaT map G: L:(L) -+ &s with. the following 
properties: 
(ij (f, hh = (f, GA), f E $5~ , h ELOP(L), 
(ii) GA&p = p, v E C,“(L), 
(iii) MGh = h, h EL,‘(~), 
(iv) G is injective and ‘S(G) is dense in S& , 
(vj Gbl = Pl,,G, where PIIf is the orthogonal projection of $js onto gjw . 
Proof. The map f i--t (f, h)B with h E L,*( ) c is a continuous linear functional 
on Bis . Now apply the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. As to (v) 
we have 
which shows P&h = G,,h, h EL~$(L). 
We note that if h E C(l) n LOS(~) then Glz E C’(L) n ss . 
A simple example is given by M = --D”, m = 1, with L = (0, co). The 
maximal operator Air,,, for fi1 in L2(h) has a domain 
Note that f’ E L”(c) for f E B(MmaX). 5’ mce M is limit-point at 00, the self- 
adjoint extensions of IL&, are obtained from Mm,, by imposing a homogeneous 
boundary condition at 0. They are all given as restrictions I& of Mm,, , where 
D(H,) = {f E D(MmmJ / f ‘(0) = c&O)>, CdER, 
= Cf E W&ax) If (0) = 01, a! = u.3. 
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We have for f, g E B(H,) 
Clearly H, is positive if 0 < a! < CO. If 01 < 0 it is easy to show that -2 is an 
eigenvalue for H, , so that H, is positive if and only if a: > 0. Thus for cz > 0 
we see that (H& g)s , f, g E ZD(H,), gives an inner product on ID(H,). Conditions 
(3.10), (3.11) can be verified for S = H, when 0 < LY < co. Instead of doing 
this, we shall identify concretely the completion of B(H,) in case 0 < a < co. 
Consider the set 
$5, = lfE ACllJ,([O, a)) If’ EL”bk o<cL<co, 
= {fE A&([O, 00)) I f’ E-q~)>f(O) = o>, a = co, 
with inner product 
It is clear that ( , ) is a true inner product with a corresponding norm /I /I. We 
show that sj, is complete, and hence %a is a Hilbert space. Consider the case 
0 < OL < co, and let fn E $3, be such that 
llfn -.fml12 = 01 Ifn(0) -fm(W + La If;(t) - fL(t>l”dt- 0. 
Then there exist a constant -4 and a g ELM such that&(O) -+ A and Ij f ,’ - g Ijs 
- 0. If 
fW = A + pt) dt, 
then f E J3, , and 
lif -fn II’ = a If(o) -$r@)l” + Lrn I&) -f;(f)12 dt - 0, 
which demonstrates the completeness of 6, for 0 < 01 < co. Note that, since 
f (x> - fn(4 = -4 - f?z(O) + LZ (g(t) - fXt)) La 9 
we have for every compact subinterval JC [0, a) 
If64 -“w)l < I-4 -fn@>l + Knllg --fill2 f x E J, 
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where b(J) = max{x@ j x E J). Therefore fn -+ f uniformly on compact 
subintervals of [0, co). A similar argument applies to the space !& . 
For every compact subinterval JC [0, co) there is a constant z(J) > 0 such 
that 
ilf II 3 4J) ilf l!2.J7 fE!&,O <a< ccj. 
To see this we note that for f E !+j$, we have 
f (4 = f@> + (fW 4 
and this implies that 
IfWI” G (If( + & IfWl di)’ 
G 2 [IfW f (1: if’Wl dt)l 
and hence for 0 < 01 < 03 
jJlf(x~i”dx G 2 [If(o I JI + (/Jxdx)(~m 1 f’(tj12 dt) 
G 4.m If (ON” + II f’ iI3 
= d(J) Ilf 112, 
where / J j is the length of J and 
d(J) = 2m=(/ .Jl/~,jJxd~). 
In case x = 03 we have f (0) = 0 so that 
where now d(J) = 2 JJ x dx. 
We observe that D(H,) C 3j5, if 0 < 01 < co, and that (f, g) = (H,f,g), , 
f, g E %(H,). We now show that B(H,) is dense in !+j* . Let f E !&, and (f, 9) = 0 
for all q~ E ID(H,). In particular we have 0 = (f, 9) = (f ', T')~ for all p E C,,“(L). 
Thus f (x) = a + bx, and sincef E sj, we must have b = 0 for 0 < a! < CCI and 
a = b = 0 for 01 = 03. Hence the proof is complete in case al = co, whereas 
for 0 < a: < cx) we must have ctf (0) ~(0) = 0 for y E a(&), which implies 
a = f(0) = 0, completing the proof for 0 < 01 < CD. Therefore (%(H,))c = & 
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for 0 < ti < co, and !&, is also the completion of C,“(l). Thus sj, = $j,, , and 
where !& = span(l) if 0 < 01 < co and %, = (0) if 01 = 00. 
None of these J3, , 0 < a: < 03, satisfies a global inequality of the form 
llfll 2 c llfllz 9 fEbo,,C >o, 
for if this were true, it would be true for f E C,,“(h), and we have already shown 
that this is not possible. In case 01 = 0 we have an inner product (f, g) = (f’, g’)e 
on b(H,,), but the completion Js, of ID(&) is not contained in L&,(C). In fact, if 
11/2 < y < 6, then 
gives a sequence 91,‘ E ZD(H,-J such that 11 vn I/ -+ 0, but j/ vn 112,J ---f co for each 
compact subinterval J C [0, KI). 
This last example can be extended to show that assumption (3.2) does not 
hold for the case M = --L)s, m = 1, L = R. Indeed, if vJ---X) = am defines 
vn on R, then a calculation shows that 
II Pi2 II = II P’n II2 - 0, 11 q’n b,J-+ co, 
for each compact subinterval J C R. If (3.2) were true, then qua E !?J*~ by (3.6), 
and the above result contradicts (3.4). 
A global Aequality for 9~~ . It may happen that some symmetric ex- 
tensions S of A&, in L2(b) satisfy a stronger condition than (3.10), namely, 
(Sf>ff>Z = (NLf)? b C”(f,f)z, f E B(S), c 10. (3.16) 
This implies, in particular, that 
(NLf)P 3 wYf)P , f E CO”(L), c > 0. 
Condition (3.16) was assumed by Brauer in his work on regular self-adjoint 
problems associated with pairs of differential operators [2]. This work was a 
continuation of earlier work by Kamke [17], w o a so considered the case c = 0. h 1 
Krein, in [20], made an extensive study of ordinary differential operators in the 
regular case which are bounded below. In case (3.16) is valid the completion of 
D(S) with the inner product (f, g) = (Mf, g)a , f, g E B(S), is a Hilbert space 9, 
and the identity map on B(5’) has an extension to .$ intoLs(c), which is injective. 
Moreover 
(f, p’) = (f, MA! ? f E 5s , v E WC)* (3.17) 
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The proof follows that for the case 5& . Iffn E’%(S) is a Cauchy sequence in !+s , 
there is an FE bs and an f EL'(c) such that ]ifn -F jj - 0, 11 fn - f j/? -+ 0, 
Then for 9: E 9(S) 
and hence f = 0 implies (F, p) = 0 for all 91 E 9(S), a dense set in as, or 
E = 0. Thus the map F t+ f is injective, and (3.17) is valid forff $& , ‘p E D(S), 
which implies (3.17) itself. 
Inequality (3.16) extends to !& , 
!lfil 3 cllflln I fE5.s - 
On account of the inequality 
the mapping G has an extension, call it G also, to an injection G: L”(6) -+ 9~~ 
such that Theorem 3.2 is valid with Liz(‘) replaced by L‘:(d) everywhere. 
If SC = H is self-adjoint, then (3.16) for H implies that 19-i exists as a 
bounded operator on all of L?(L). Hence (3.17) and Theorem 3.2 (with L;(L) 
replaced by L”(h)) gives 
(H-lli, F) = (H-l/z, IL!@), = (h, & = (GA, pj), Q: E B(H), ?z EC(L), 
so that G = H-l. In fact, in this case we have $jjH = ‘1)(EV). 
z$ simple example occurs with M = -P, m = 1, L = (0, 1). Then 
qMK%x) = (fEL’(1) j f’ E AC(L),f” EL’(L)), L = [O, I]. 
Consider the self-adjoint extensions H,, of A&, in L”(L) given bp separated 
boundary conditions 
z)(H,,) = {fE qmnax);lf’(~). = af(O),f’(l) = -Pf(l)l, % Is E ix 
= (fE qlvr,,,) 1 f’(0) = af(O),f(l) = oj-, aeiR,p = m, 
= (f~ ~(-+fmilxj lf(Qi = &f'(l) = -Pf(l)>, CY = qpElR, 
= {f E a(mnax) I f(O) = 0, f( 1) = o>, a = 03, #e = m. 
The operators N,, are special cases of those treated, by Krein in [20]. We give 
a direct treatment of the basic facts about these simple operators. 
The operator Ho0 has zero as an eigenvalue if and only if 
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and it has only positive eigenvalues if and only if {a, /3} E P, where 
P = {{a, p> E (W u { co})2 I tip + Ly. + p > 0, a + 1 > O} 
= ({% p> E (R u {co})2 I 43 + a + p > 0, p + 1 > 01. 
Thus, for (M, /3] E P, we have 
where A, > 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of H,, . We have 
For (a, p} E P an inner product on 3(&J is given by (&J, g)a , f, g E ID(H,,). 
In order to identify the completion of z)(H,,) we first consider the set 
5,s = ffE AC(E) 1 f’ E-E+)> cl < co,@ <m, 
=(fEAC(i)jf’ELyb),f(l) =O), a!<qp=co, 
= (fE AC(L) 1 f’ EL’(L), f (0) = O}, a!=co,p<co, 
=(fEAC(q/f’EL”(c),f(O) =f(l) =O}, 01=00,~=co, 
with inner product 
(f, g) = ,%f (W(O) + Bf (1)2(l) + (f ‘T g’)z Y LX<cO,p<CO, 
= af &e(o) + (f ‘3 g’h % a<m,p=co, 
= Bf UEU) + (f ‘Y g’)2 7 a = co,/3 < CD, 
= (f ‘7 a2 > a=co,p=co. 
Then !& is a Hilbert space for {a, /3] E P. We show this for N < co, /3 < CO. 
If f E Sas, then 
.r o1 If’ I2 3 If(l) -f(W’ 
>max Btl [ - If(O - B If(l) -$- If(l - 01 If(O) 
implies 
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so that ( , ) is an inner product on aaD . If I/ /j is the corresponding norm, let 
fn E !&a be such that 
I/ fn - fan /I2 = a I fn(0) - f&W2 + P I fn(l) - f,,(l)l” + ilfk - fk It + 0. 
Then there exist constants A, B, and a g E P(L) such that ~‘~(0) -+ A, fn( 1) -+ 23, 
IIf: - g II2 - 0. If 
f (4 = A + joz g(t) & 
then we see that f E &a and fn + f uniformly on L. In particular this shows that 
and hence 5&s is complete, and thus a Hilbert space. Similar arguments yield 
the result for other values of (01, p> E P. Now we note that ZD(H,,) C gas for 
(01, k?j E P, and that (f, g) = (HaDf, g)2 , f, g E 3(&J. In fact ‘D(&) is dense in 
%W3; we indicate the reasoning in case 01 < co, p < in. Let f E 5, satisfy 
(f, F) = 0 for all v E a(&,). Then (f, v) = 0 for all 9 E C,,%(6), which implies 
(f ‘, ‘P’)~ = 0 for all C,,“(L), so that f (x) = a + 6x for some a, b E C. (Note that 
f E bDs for all a, b E @.) Hence, we must have 
(f* P) = af (0) F(O) + Pf (1) F(1) + (f ‘> 942 = 0, 9J E w%3)9 
or ora - b = 0, /3a + (/3 + 1)B = 0, which implies a = 6 = 0 or f(x) = 0, 
x E 1. Using similar arguments for the remaining {a, p} E P we obtain 
where 
Since ( D(N,B))C 
%, = spalq, 3, 01<co,p<cI, 
= span{1 - s>, ol<KJ,p=m, 
= span{x>, ol=co,p<cn, 
= (01, ol=cYJ,p=m 
!&s we obtain the inequality 
IIfll >Wfll2> fESSoi3, 
where A1 is the smallest eigenvalue of H,, . 
Remarks. 1. Let S be a densely defined, symmetric operator in a Hilbert 
space, bounded below with m(S) 2 0, where 
nW = W(XCf) IfE a(S), llf II = 0. 
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The Friedrichs extension S, of 5’ is a self-adjoint operator with the property 
m(S,) = m(S). The spectrum of S, is a closed subset of R, and m(S,) is the 
lowest point of the spectrum of S, (cf., e.g., [28, p, 1901). 
2. Suppose S is a symmetric extension of M,, inL?(b), such that #z(S) > 0. 
Then S satisfies (3.16) if and only if 0 E p(SF), the resolvent set of S, . In 
particular, if %(M,& is not closed, it is clear that no closed symmetric extension 
of Mmi, in L’(c) satisfies (3.16). A s an example, consider M = -D2 + q, 
m = 1, L = (0, co), with q continuous on [O, co) and q > 0. If q EU(O, a), then 
%(lkf~in) is not closed (cf. [14, p. 15971). 
3. If S is a symmetric extension of Ms in L”(c), such that (3.10) and (3.11) 
are valid, then M(S) > 0, and if we assume that m(S,) = m(S) is an eigenvalue 
of S, , then it follows from (3.15) that m(S,) > 0, which implies that S satisfies 
(3.16). In particular, if S is a symmetric extension of M,, in G(L), W(S) 3 0, 
such that Sp has pure point spectrum, then (3.10) and (3.11) imply (3.16). In the 
regular case, where L is a compact interval, QJPZ x m) E G(L), K = O,..., v, and 
QJx) is invertible for x E L, every self-adjoint extension of M,, in L*(b) has pure 
point spectrum. Hence in that case it is no restriction to assume (3.16) instead 
of (3.10) and (3.11). 
Diriclzlet integrals. We have seen that on Co”(c) the inner product 
(MJ g)s , f, g E Coffi(c) is a Dirichlet integral. There may be larger sets than 
C~‘O(L) on which the Dirichlet integral provides an inner product. This situation 
has been considered by Pleijel and Bennewitz (cf., e.g., [23, 11). Here we will 
consider a case, where such a “Dirichlet inner product” is produced by a self- 
adjoint extension of M, in E(L), which satisfies (3.10) and (3.11). 
we consider M = -D2 + q, M = 1, L = (0, co), with q continuous on 
[0, co) such that 
464 > 0, x E I. 
This implies that M is limit-point at cc (cf., e.g., [12, p. 2311). Then we have 
w73 d.2 = J’(O) g(o) + j-= (f’g’ + 4./i?), f, g E wGnax>, 
0 
for f’(x)g(x) - 0 as x - cc [15]. We consider the self-adjoint extension Ho 
of l&f0 given by 
TqHo) = (f E a(n/r,ax) If'(O) = 01. 
Note that 
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From this it is clear that H,, satisfies (3.10). We veriflr (3.11) by identifying the 
completion of B(H,,) with the inner product (Z&f, g)s , f, g E B(H,,), directly. 
Therefore we introduce the set 
*fc) = -[f-E AC,,,([O, c-0)) 1 f’ EL2(b), ql’“fELB(L)j 
with inner product 
(f, g> = 6 (f’g’ + 4fh f, g E -sso - 
It is clear that ( , ) is a true inner product and that B(E&) C $jO while (f, g) = 
VW g12 for f, g E W4J. W e s h ow that jj, is complete and hence is a Hilbert 
space. Let fn E &,, be such that 
llfn-fml12 =ilf:~-f~~ll,"+l141'9~fn-fm~ll~~~~ 
Then there exist functions f and g such that @/YE P(b), q@fn ---f q’J’f in P(c), 
and g EL*(,), f k + g in L2(~). F or q~ E C,,“(l) having support in j we have 
S, f$ = .T,fq’ = lim S,&$ = -1im j, f ;9; 
so that 
-- - s,g~--jm ‘ 
(f, $42 = -(& 9J)* Y v E cow. 
Hence f E AC,,,([O, co)) and g = f’, which shows f E 5, . From 
ilf-fnl12 =IIf'-f~llz"+l14*i"~f-ffn~ll~~~~ n--+ co, 
it follows that a,, is a Hilbert space. 
We now show that D(H,) is dense in BO. Let f E !&, and (f, F) = 0 for all 
v E TT)(H,,). In particular we have (f, y) = (f, My& = 0 for all p E Co”(L). 
This shows f c = qf, Now let QJ E ‘D(H,,) be such that q(x) = 0 for all x > p for 
some p > 0. Then 
(f, g’) = -f’(O) ao> + Jorn (-f rr + af )F = -f ‘(0) @)l 
which shows f ‘(0) = 0. In order to demonstrate the fact that f = 0 we can 
assume that f is real valued. Since f E !&, it is clear that h = lim,,, f (x)f'(x) 
exists as a real number and that we have 
0 = (fiIf,ff)2 = --X + Ja" (if’ Is + q IflY. 
505/35/z-3 
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If h < 0, then it follows thatf = 0. Next we show that X > 0 is not possible. 
If h > 0 there exists a number c such that, for all x > c, f(x) f’(x) > X/2 and 
f”(x) -f”(O) = lZ (f”)’ = 2 py = 2 J)-f + 2 $ff’ 
> 2 “cff’ + X(x - c), 
J 
x > c. 
Hence for some a E R 
f’(x) 2 A(x + 4, x > c. 




x&c) dx = co. 
‘1 




q(x) dx < co. 
1 
In this case the equation Mu = 0 has two solutions, u, and ug , such that 
and 
lim ui(x) = 1, 
x-m 
lim U;(X) = 0, x+m 
lim u,(x)/X = 1, x*Jj lim U;(X) = 1, 1c+cc 
(cf. [12, p. 103, exercise 281). Hence there exist real numbers a and b such that 
f = au, + bag . From f’ = azci + BUM , it follows that limeqmf’(X) = b; in 
order that f E !& we must havef’ E=(L) so that b = 0. But then 
f(x) f’(X) = u%&) u;(x) 3 0 
as x + oo. This implies that X > 0 is not possible, and therefore ID(&) is 
dense in $,. 
rf we let 
then B,. C ~j,, and with the inner product ( , ) $jjm is a closed subspace of &a. 
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In order to see this letf, E $3cc be such thatf, -+ fin Go . Then fifn -fin ;I -+ 0, 
and since 
f&3 = (k(t) dt 
it follows that for every compact subinterval J C [O, oo) 
-where b(j) = max(xljg 1 x E J}. Therefore fn +J uniformly on compact 
subintervals of [0, CD). In particular we have f(0) = 0, so that f E !& . Let H= 
be the self-adjoint extension of Mc, inLL(r) given by 
WL) = (fc a(amx) I f(O) = 0). 
It is clear that C,“(L) C ID(H,) C !& . We show that C,%(L) is dense in &a . Let 
f~ SOS be such that (f, v) = 0 for all v E Co”(~). Then Mf = 0, f(0) = 0, and 
the reasoning used to show (B(H,))c = $j,, can be applied to showf = 0. Thus 
9~~~~ = sj, is the completion of B(H,) with ( , ) as an inner product. We have 
FJ,, = $,w 9 %, , where 
and it is clear that dim ‘%s = dim(sj,,/$jj,) = 1. 
We note that H, is the Friedrichs extension ME of M,, . To show this we 
observe that B(M,) C B,,,, = $jj, (see (3.6)). Thus f E B(n/r,) implies f (0) = 0, 
and hence JE 9(Hm). From this it follows that AgF C iY, , and since both of 
these operators are self-adjoint we must have fWF = Hm . 
4. SUBSPACES DETERMINED BY PAIRS OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSIONS 
Let 
on I = (a, B) be a formally symmetric (M = M+) d’ff I erential expression of even 
order I, = 2~~ where Qk(nz x ng) E P(L), k = O,..., Y, and Q?(X) is invertible 
for s E L. Let H be a self-adjoint extension of M,, inL’(c) such that (3.10), (3.11) 
are valid with S = H, so that (3.2) holds, and let $j = .9& . Thus we have the 
orthogonal decomposition $J = 9~~~ @ ‘XH , and the injection G of J&~(C) into 
$s satisfies the properties listed in Theorem 3.2. 
On L we consider another, not necessarily formally symmetric, differential 
expression L of order n, 
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where Pk(m x m) E F(L), k = O,..., n, and where we assume 
P,(x) invertible, x E 6, if n > v. (4.1) 
The pairs L, M and L+, lk1 naturally determine certain maximal and minimal 
linear manifolds in the Hilbert space $j” = 5 @ !+j. The maximal linear manifolds 
are defined by 
T = {{f, g> E 9 If E Cr(l), g E C”(b), Lf = JQ}, 
T+ = {if, g} E Ss” If E CT(t), g E W), L+f = Mg}, 
(4.2) 
where Y = max(n, v), and where we understand that for I > 1, v = 0 these 
manifolds are given by 
T = ItA d E Js* I f E C’(,)> Lf = QogI, 
T+ = Rf, g> E 9’ If E CW, L+f = Q,g>, 
and, in case r = 0, by 
T = (if> g> E 5’ I Pof = Qog), 
T+ = {If, g> E %” I P:f = Qog>. 
It is clear that T(0) = T+(O) = ‘SH , and hence T and T+ are operators if and 
only if !RH = (0). The minimal linear manifolds are defined by 
Hence S and S are operators with domain Corn(c), and therefore S and S+ are 
densely defined if and only if 5& = {O}. 
THEOREM 4.1. The minimal linear manifolds can also be described as follows: 
6) S = GP, P> E T I P E Co”(b), (A f) = (m&f )2for allf E %A 
(ii> S+ = Km $4 E T+p, E Com(4 (3, f) = WV, f )B for allf E ‘%I. 
Proof. We will only prove (i), since the proof of (ii) is similar. If {q, #} E S 
then # = GLp, which implies # E C(b) and Lp, = AI+, so that {y, #} E T. Now 
for all f E $, and in particular for all f E SH , 
(#,f)-(W,f)z =(GLv,~)-(Lv,~), =(Ly,f),-(Lp,f), =o, 
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since g, E C”“(b) and Lg, E Lo2(h). Conversely, let (pP $1 E T, q E C,,“(L), and 
($4 f> = (~f~,f), f or all f~ ‘!& . If u = $ - GLy, then zc E P(t) r\ $ and 
(~7 f> = (A f> - (Gh f) = WY, fh - (LP, f>z = 0 
for all f~ +XH . Hence u E $&, . However MU = ill+ - Lg, = 0, and therefore 
u = 0. Thus 4 = GLq, and {q, #} E S. 
We note that the above proof actually shows that ‘& may be replaced by $ 
in (i) and (ii). 
We now investigate the adjoints S* and (S+)* of S, S+-, respectively. For 
this. note that 
(‘53 ‘PI - (f? 4) = (& J@)2 - (f, L’V)B > {f, gj E $3”, (p, #j E S’. (4.5) 
As to (4.4), since v E Cow(c) we have L~J “L,“(r), and then (3.12) and Theorem 
32(i) imply that 
kv 4 - (ft #> = (a %4, - (f, G-W = (g, n/r,), - (i, Lpi), . 
Formula (4.5) follows similarly. A consequence of these equalities is that 
S* = ((f, gj E !Y I (g, A@J)~ = (f,Lq~>~ , all p E Co”(c)], 
(Sl)* = ({f, g> E $9 I (9, &h = (f, L+v), , all T E G”-(L)I.~ 
(4.6) 
and this shows that S*((S+)*) is th e set of all pairs {f, g> E &” satisfying L+j = 
Mg(Lf = A?lfg) in the above weak sense. Actually, S* = (T-)c and (S-)* = Tc’, 
as we shall prove below. First we remark that 
SC TC TCC(S+)*, S+ C T+ C (T+)c C S’k. (4.7) 
We have seen in Theorem 4.1 that S C T C T’. Since (ST)% is closed, it is 
sufficient to show T C (S+)*. If (f, g) E T, then a partial integration of the terms 
on the right side of (4.5) yields 
(g,9’> - (f, $4 = (W> ?>2 - (Lf, VI2 = 0 for all (9, $: E S, 
and hence {J, g} E (S)*. The second set of inclusions in (4.7) follow from (4.4). 
THEOREM 4.2. We have 
(i) (a) S* @ Sf = T+ n JT 
= ({f, g} E v / f, g E C’(L), L+j = il$g, IlFf = --Lgj> 
(b) a(S* @ S+) = v(TT+ + 1)r %(S” 0 S+> = v(T’-T + I), 
(c) As-‘: = (T+)c, 
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(ii) (a) (S+)* 0 S = T n JT+ 
= {(f, 81 ~$ji" If,gc C'($Lf = Jlg,Mf = --L+gj, 
(b) B((S+)* @ S) = v(T+T +I), %((S+)* 0 S) = v(TT+ + I), 
(c) (S+)* = TC. 
Proof. We prove (i), since (ii) is similar. First we note that (f, g} E S* 0 Sf 
if and only if {f, g} E !$ and 
-(f,-h)z + (g, W)2 = 0, (f, JG)z + (g,L+x)B = 0, p, XC cow. (4.8) 
To see this, let {f, g) E S* 0 S+ = S* n (S+)L C fje. The first equality follows 
from the fact that (f, g> E S* and (4.6), and the second results from the fact 
that {f, g} E (S+Y, 
0 = (f, x) + (g9 (=+x1 = (f, Mx)s + (9, L+x)z 9 x E cow, 
where we are using (3.12) and Theorem 3.2(i). This shows that S* 0 S+ is 
contained in the set of (f, g> E $3’2 satisfying (4.9, and the reverse inclusion 
follows by retracing the steps. 
Now let us consider a differential expression 8, acting on 2m x 1 matrix- 
valued functions, given by 
If 
F= @= 9) 
0 X 
represent functions on L -+ Pm, we see that (4.8) just says that 
(F, L?LD)~ = 0, CD E coy&). 
Clearly the coefficients Pk E P(b), R = O,..., Y. The leading coefficient of 9’ 










Qv 1 P,* ’ r=n=v=2p. 
We claim that L?~(x) is invertible for all x E L. If n > v this is clear since P, is 
invertible in this case, and if ?z < v the invertibility of Q” implies that of g,. . 
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Suppose n = v and 
for some CL, j3 E P. Since QV is i nvertible we must have /I = Q;‘P,ol and then 
which implies 
OI*R,OI + a”*P;R;lPua = OI*R,OI + (Pva)*R;l(Pvol) = 0, (4.9) 
where R, = (-l)uQ, . But R, > 0, and hence .I?$ > 0, which shows that each 
of the terms in (4.9) must be 0, or ~i*R,a = 0. This implies a = O? and then 
P = 0. Hence LPr is invertible on I in case n = V. Now we can apply the Corollary 
to Theorem 2.2 and obtain FE P(t) and 2?+F = Oi,,), , Thus f, g E C’(L), and 
since 
we have L+f = 1Mg, Mf = -Lg. Ti lis implies {f, g> E T* and {g, -f> E T, 
or {f, g> E T+ n JT. Conversely, if {f, g> E T+ I-I JT, then (f, g> E S* by (4.7), 
and (f, g> E JT implies 
(ft x) + (g, GL+x) = (f, Mx)2 + (g, L+x)r = (Mf, x):! + (Lg, x)2 = 0 
for all x 6 COh”( L ), so that (f, g> E (S+)l. Thus {f, g> E S* 8 S+, and this completes 
the proof of (ia). 
The first equality in (ib) follows from (ia), since f f D(S* @ S+) if and only if 
(f, g) E S* 0 Sf = T+ n JT for some g E $3, and this is true if and only if 
{f,gj E TT-, {g, -f> E T, or {f, -f] E TTf, orf E v(TT+ -I- I). Since J(S* 0 S-k> 
= (S+)* 0 S, we have that the second equality follows from the first one in (iib). 
As to ST = (T+)c we already know by (4.7) that IT+)” C S*. We have S* = 
(&!+)C ($ (S” @ s+>, and S C Tf, S* 0 Sf C T+ imply S* C (T+)c, and this 
yields S* = (T+)c. 
We now define the minimal subspaces T,, , To+ by T, = SC, To+ = (S+)c, and 
the maximal subspaces TI , T,+ by TX = T”, TIf = (T-t)‘. Then we have 
To C TI = (Tof)“, T,t C T,” = Tz, 
and Theorem 4.2 shows that we can view T and T+ as smooth versions of (To+)* 
and Tz, respectively. Since we know TI = To @ (T f\ JT+), T,+ = Toi- 0 
(T+ n JT), the nonsmooth elements in TI . T,+ arise only from those (f, g] F Td,S 
and ‘;J g> E T,,+‘,S+. 
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T,(O) = (D(T;)y = (a((T+)c)y = (a(T+)y, 
and similarly T,,+(O) = (XJ(Z’))~, we see that T,, , T,,+ are operators if and only 
if D(T+), II)(T) are dense in $j, respectively. We do not know of an example 
such that T,, or To+ is not an operator. 
Now we wish to show that T,(O), T,+(O), v(T, - II), v(T,+ - ZI) consist of 
smooth elements for most Z E @. The set of all Z E c for which the leading coeffi- 
cient of L - 1111 is not invertible for some x E c will be denoted by ce , and 
called the exceptional set in UL For n > Y the leading coefficient of L - UK is P, , 
forn<vitis-ZQp,andforn=vitisPy-ZQIS.Thus 
@,= 0, n > v, 
= {O}, n < v, 
= ~L4Q34 P&4), 12 = v, 
where a(A) denotes the spectrum of a matrix A, that is, the set of its eigenvalues. 
For 1 E E\@, the leading coefficients of L - ZM and of L+ - iM are invertible 
for all x E L. 
THEOREM 4.3. We have 
(i) T,(O) = T,+(O) = T(0) = T+(O) = 91H = (f~ C”(t) n Sj 1 Mf = 01, 
(ii) for ZE d2\U2, , 
v(T,--ZI)=V(T-ZI)=(~EC~(L)~JSI(L-ZM)~ =O>, 
v( T,+ - II) = v(T+ - i1) = {f E CT(,) r r ’ (L+ - IM)f = 01, 
(iii) and for Z E @, 
T - K = ({A g) E fs” J f E C’(c), g E C”(l), (L - ZM)f = Mgj, 
T+ - ZI = {(f, g} E $j3” 1 f 6 C?(t), g E P(L), (L+ - iM)f = Mg>. 
Proof. We know that T(0) = T+(O) = ‘31H and that T(0) C T,(O), T+(O) C 
T,+(O). Therefore we just have to show that T,(O) C !RH and T,+(O) C !RH . If 
g E T,(O), or (0, g> E Tl , then (4.6) shows that (g, I&), = 0 for all 41 E Csffi(~), 
and the corollary to Theorem 2.2 implies that g E F(L), lkIg = 0, or g E 91H . 
Thus T,(O) = 91, , and T,+(O) = ‘91E follows similarly, proving (i). For (ii) we 
have v(T - ZI) C v(T, - ZZ), and so we just have to show the reverse inclusion. 
Suppose {f, O> E Tl - ZI, or {f, If} E Tl . Then (4.6) implies that (f, (L+ - ZM)~)s 
= 0 for all p E Co”(~). For 1 E a=\@, we can apply the corollary to Theorem 2.2 
to obtain f E C?(A) and (L - ZM)f = 0, which shows that (f, Zf] E T and 
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f E v(T - U). The proof of the second set of equalities in (ii) is similar. As to 
(iii) we have {f, g} E T - II if and only if (f, g + y> E T. Thus f~ C+(t) and 
g $ IKE P’(t), which implies thatg E P(t) and Lf = M(g + If), or (L - ZM)f = 
Mg. This argument may be reversed, and also used for T+. Thus (iii) is demon- 
strated, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remarks. From (i) we have that Tl , TX+, and hence To , To+, are operators 
if *9& = CO>. In particular if v = 0 and liJf = Q,f, where so(x) > 0 for x E I, 
then 9& = {O>. In the degenerate case r = 0 we can see that 
In this case 1; = To and T1’ = T,,-, for from Theorem 4.2 we have that 
Tl’ 0 T,,’ is the set of all those (f, g> E $a satisfying 
and the invertibility of Y. on I implies f = g = 0, or T,+ = To’. Similarly, 
T1 @ To is trivial. 
We are now in a position to study subspace extensions A of To. These can 
be in sja itself, or in a larger space R” 3 538, where 3 is a Hilbert space con- 
taining s = !& . Let us look at the situation where the subspace A satisfies 
To C A C T, . If we put 
t = dim(T,/T,) = dim( T,+/T,+) = dim( T n JT+) = dim( T+ n JT), 
then clearly t < 2mnz. We can now abstractly characterize all adjoint pairs A, d=, 
This result is the simplified Hilbert space version of Theorem 4.2 in [ll]; see 
also [7, pp. 17, 181. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let A be a subspace satisfying 
(i) To C A C Tl , dim(A/T,) = d 
Then 
(ii) To+ C A* C Tl+, dim(A*/T,,+) = t - d, 
and there exist subspaces Ml , n/l,? such that 
(iii) Mr C Tr 0 To , Ml+ C T,+ ~3 T + 0 > 
dim M1 = d, dim lMr+ = t - d, 
.+wl , nq+> =0, 
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(iv) A = T, @ Mi, A* = To+ @ Ml+, 
(v) A =T, n (I&+)*, A” = T,+ n ILL!; . 
Conversely, ;f M, , Ml+ satisfy (iii) thtir A = T,, @ Ml is a subspace satisfying 
(i), and (ii), (iv), (v) are valid. 
Proof. If A satisfies (i) we know M1 = A 0 T,, C Tl @ T, is such that 
dim ill, = d, and then A = T,, @ Ml , A* = T$ n MT = T,+ n MT. Now 
Tf = T,,+ C A* C T$ = Tl+, and 9*’ = T,,+ @ Ml+ for some subspace 
Ml+ C T,+ 0 T,,+. We have Tl 0 T,, = Ml @ .M2 , T,+ @ T,,+ = n/r,+ @ M2+ 
for some subspaces Mz , M2+, and since /Ml = M2+, JM2 = Ml+, we see 
that dim(A*/T,+) = dim Ml-l- = dim M2 = t - d. The relation {A, A*) = 0 
implies (Mi , Ml+> = 0. Finally, A* = To+ @ &Ii+ implies A = A** = 
(T,,+)* n (A&+)* = Tl n (Ml+)*. Conversely, let Ml , Ml+ satisfy (iii) and let 
A = T, @ Ml . Then clearly A satisfies (i), and so (ii) is valid. From the 
relations (Air, , Ml+) = 0, Ml+ C T,+ @ To+, (T, , T,,+) = 0, we have 
T,,+ 0 Ml+ C L4*, and, since dim(A*/T,+) = t - d = dim M,+, we have 
A* = T,,+ @ n/l,+. Then (v) follows. 
The descriptions of A, A* given by (v) above show how A, A* are obtained 
from T, , T,+ by the imposition of generalized boundary conditions. Thus 
A = Tl n (II&+)* = {ZU E Tl j (w, SQ+) = o}, 
where q+ = (mzr ,..., S&J is an m x (t - d) matrix whose elements form 
a basis for Ml+. 
It is important to note that in general A, A* will contain nonsmooth elements. 
To see this, assume that %(T, - II) = !$ for some I E @, i.e., V( T,,+ - II) = (0). 
(This will always be true for I E C, in the symmetric case T,, = T,,+.) Then 
given anyg E 5 there exists an f E a( Tl) such that {f, g} E Tl - lI, or (f, g + If> 
E Tl , or, using (4.6), 
(f, (L’- - Iilqcp)e = (g, M& ) v E COY,). 
Now if f E AC’{;:(L) then 
and then the Corollary of Theorem 2.2 implies that g E AC;;:(L) and Mg = 
(L - ZM)f. Therefore, if $j contains g $ AC,~$(L) there exist f E II) which do 
not satisfy f E AC{;:(c). In case L = (a, b) is a finite interval, and L, Mare regular 
on L, it can be shown that 9~ = Jj, consists off E AC-l(t), where f(p) EL*(~) 
and f satisfies a set of homogeneous boundary conditions involving only f, 
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f’,...,fce-I) at n and b. (This situation will be treated in detail in a subsequent 
paper.) Thus, in this regular case, if p > 1 and T0 = To+, then D(T,) will 
contain f $ AC&!(L). This implies a( T,) contains suchf, for if ID( T,) C AC:;:(L), 
since %(T, 13 T,) C C’(c), we would have a(T,) C AC&i(,). Therefore, HXY~ 
subspace extension A of T,, in !$ must contain in its domainfg AC;;:(L). In [3] 
Brauer, in discussing boundary conditions in the case T,, = TO+, n > Y! $J = GjH , 
where N = MF , the Friedrichs extension of M,, , assumed the existence of a 
self-adjoint restriction A of Tl , whose domain D(A) C AC:;:(L). -4s we have 
seen above, no such restriction A exists if p 3 1 even in the regular case. This 
shows that in general A, A* can not be described by boundary conditions of 
the usual type. 
A concrete example of this problem is given byL = P, M = --D’?, PZ = 1, 
on L = (0, l), and H = MF, where 
a(M7,) = {fE ZyMm,,) I f(0) = f( 1) = 0). 
Thus r = n = 4 > v = 2. The construction of 9 = Bsx was carried out in 
Section 3 (there H = H,, and & = !?J&, and it turned out that 
$j = (fE AC([O, 11) [f’ ELT(L),f(O) = J(I) = 01. 
Let h be any function satisfying h E C([O, 11) but h $ ACloc(t), and put 
Then g E %j but g $ AC&(L). 
In many situations (for example, the regular case) it is possible to show that 
smooth versions of subspace extensions A of T,, satisfy boundary conditions 
of the usual type. There always exist smooth versions of subspace extensions A 
satisfying T, C A C TI . 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A, A* be an adjoint pair of subspaces satisj$ing 
T,, C A C Tl , T,,+ C A” C Tl+, dim(A/T,,) = dimiT,-/A”) = d. 
If A, -= A r? T, A,+ = ,4* n T+, then A, , A,+ C CT(‘) x O’(L), and (a,)c = A, 
(ATT)< = YJ”. 
Proo,f. Since A, C T, A,7 C T+ we have A, , 24,+ C C’(c) >: C’(c). Now 
S @ (A ksl TJ C S @ (Tl e T,,) C T and S @ (-4 0 TO) C A imply that 
S %, (=2 ,s’ T,,) C A n T = A, C A, and so A = SC 31 (A 3 TO) C 
fS @ (A 9 T,))” C &)G C A, or (Ar)c = A. Similarly (Ar+>c = -4”. 
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5. GENERALIZED RESOLVENTS OF MINIMAL SUBSPACES 
Let si be any Hilbert space such that 4 = $H C si ($j = 5% is not excluded), 
and suppose A is a subspace in A’ such that 
To c A c 522, To’CA”CSi”. 
Here we are still assuming H is such that (3.10), (3.11) are valid with S = H. 
The resolrent set p(A) of rl is defined as the set of all Z E C such that (A - ZZ)-r 
exists as a (bounded) operator on all of si. It is an open set; suppose it is not 
empty. We define the generalized resolvent RA of T,, comesponding to the extension 
A via 
R,(Z)h = P(A - ZI)-112, h E 5 1 E p(A), 
where P is the orthogonal projection of R onto 9~. In case A = 5, RA is the 
resolvent of A. It is the object of this section to show that RA(Z)G is an integral 
operator with a smooth kernel. 
The equality ((A - Zr>-I)* = (A* - @r readily implies that (R,(Z))* = 
R,,(t). If 
then T, C T.4(Z), since if (f, g} E T,, C A we have {g - If, f> E (A - 11))‘, and if 
h = g - If6 9 then f = R,(Z)lz, g = h + ZI2,(Z)h. Similarly, T,,+ C A* implies 
that 
TO+ C T,.(l) = (R,.(l))-l + !I = (T,(Z))*, 
and hence T.A(Z) C (To+)* = Tl , so that we have 
To C T,(Z) C T’ , TO+ C T,,(f) C Tl+. 
Since T,(Z) C Tl = (TO+)* we have that for all h E 5j and 95 E C,=(L), 
0 = (h + R#)h, VI- (%(Z)h, GL+p?) 
= (h + Kd~Y~, MY), - (R,(l)h, L+v)z , 
and this is true for h = Gal, a: E&‘(L), so that 
(I&(Z)Ga, (L+ - fi!l~I)~)~ = (Ga, MS), = (&fGcx, v)2 
= (3 d:: T a: ELo2(C), g, E coy,). 
From the Corollary to Theorem 2.2 it now follows that R,(Z)Gol E ACi;i(c) and 
(L - ZM) I-&(Z)Gol = iWGa = a (5.0 
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for all those ZEp(4) such that the leading coefficient of Ly - iM is invertible 
on all of L. This is the same as the set of ZEN where the leading coefhcient 
of L - ZM is invertible on all of C, i.e., E E p(A) n (@\C,), where ce is the excep- 
tional set appearing in Theorem 4.3(ii). We note that (5.1) shows that if 
a E C(L) n Lo?(~), then fR,(E)Gol, GOT + ZR,(Z)Ga} E T,(Z) n T, for R,(Z)G= E C(L). 
The variation of constants formula yields another solution of the equation 
(L - ZiW)u = d, namely 
(L - Z&I) R,(Z)Ga = MGa = cy, 
where R,(z)G is an integral operator 
(5.2) 
R,(z) G+) = j- 4,(x, Y, 1) 4~) dy, x E 6. 
L 
Specifically, we define 
.q~, Y, I) = &s(x, z)(=qz))-~s+(Y, ij)*, y < x’, 
Z - $(x, 1)(9(Z))-ys*(y, I))“, y > x. 
Here s(Z) = (Q(Z),..., s&Z)), s+(l) = (sl+(i),..., sr+m(i)j satisfy 
(L - ZM)s(Z) = 0, (L+ - fM) s+(i) = 0, qc, I) = s+(c; I) = I,, , 
for some c E I. The matrix-valued functions s(Z), s+(l) constitute bases for the 
solutions of the homogeneous equations (L - ZM)u = 0, (L’ - hZ)d- = 0, 
which are analytic in Z and 1, respectively, for 2 E @Jc, . The matrix Y(Z) is 
given by 
9(z) = p(z), s+(i)l(x) = (f+(x, ij)* aL-,,,(x) qx, t). 
It follows from Green’s formula that 9’(Z) . 1s independent of x E I, det 9(Z) = 
det BL&c) = (det P,(c, Z))T, where P,(x, 1) is the leading coefficient of L - Ilk!. 
Thus Y(Z) is invertible for all Z E c\c, . 
.4nalogous to (5.1) and (5.2) we have 
where 
(L+ - iM) R,,(i)G,B = MGF = /3, B Floyd), (5.31 
(L+ - ifiI) R,+(i)Gp = MGP = /3, B ELoyL), (5.4) 
and 
k,+(.~, y, i) = +s+(~, %)(9+(i)y(s(jJ, zys .r 3Y, 
= - ++(a-, i)(SPf(i))-l(s(y, I))“, 5 <Y, 
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with 
Y+(l) = [s’(l), s(Z)](x) = SIyv, I) .q+-~&) f+(x, 1) 
which is independent of IL” E L. It also follows from the Green’s formula that 
and hence 
which implies that 
(9(Z))” = -s”+(t), 
k;(x, y, I) = k,,+(y, x, l), 
and also 
From (5.1) and (5.2) we see that RAGS - Ro(Z)Gol satisfies the homogeneous 
equation (L - ZM)u = 0, and thus there is a constant ym x 1 matrix c(01, I) such 
that 
R,(Z)Ga = R,,(Z)Gol + s(Z) c(a, Z), a E&*(L), 1 E p(A) n (a=\@,). 
Now we claim that c(01, 2) = (CL, a(Z>)a f or some a(Z) EL&,,(L) which is independent 
of a. To see this let h denote a real-valued function on 6, with h E Cam(j) for 
some closed bounded interval J containing c in its interior, and 
Then we define the m x urn matrix-valued function ii+ E C,~(C) by 
h”+ = @In,, : (-1) k’In, :...: (--I)‘-1 lz”-1’lT,,). 
This has the property that 
Thus 
(CL, (RA(Z))*G&+)e = (Ga, (R,(Z))*G&+) 
= (RJ)Gol, G&) = (R,,,(Z)Gol, h”+)8 
= (&(W~, L+“), + (s(Z), h”+>z c(c~z> 
= (a, RR,+(j)GA+), + (f(Z), ~Irr,,), ~(a, 0. 
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Since f(c, Z) = I,,,, , if the length / J / of J is small enough, (S(Z), M,.,), is in- 
vertible. Choose / J ] so that this is true. Then we see that 
where 
~(a, I) = ((i(Z), hl,i,,)2)-1[(a, R.,.(i)GL+), - (II’, R,+(i)G&+),] 
= (a, @))2 , 
a(Z) = [RA*(i)Gh”+ - R,~(i)Gli+]((hI,.,,, , B(l)),)-l. 
Clearly a(Z) EL~~&L), and, in fact, due to (5.3) and (5.4) we see that (L+ - TM) a(Z) 
= 0: so that 
a(Z) = s+(i) Y*(z), 
for some FM x VTZ matrix P(Z). Therefore 
R,(Z)G= = R,(Z)Ga + s(Z) Y(Z)@, s+(i))? , OL EL*yL). 
Interchanging the roles of L and L+, and Z and i, me obtain the representation 
for R,.(i): 
Ril.(i)G/3 = Ro+(i)G/3 + s+(i) Y-k(i)@, s(l)), , p 6 L,‘(c). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let si be a Hilbert space containing $j = $, , and let A be a 
subspace in -9’ satisfying 
T,, C A C P, TO+ C A” C F, 
and whose resolvent set p(A) is not empty. For 2 E p(A) n (C\@,) the generaZized 
resoZvent RJZ) of T,, corresponding to A is such that R,(Z)G : L02(&) + $j is an 
integral operator, 
R,(Z) Ga(.r) = s k(zc, y, 1) MGol(y) dJj = j k(.v? y, Z) %iy) dY, a CLo2(L), 
L L 
with kernel k given by 
where 
k(x, y, 1) = k&c, y, 2) + k,(x, J’, 0, 
k,(x, y, Z) = S(X, Z) !qZ)(s+(Y, 6))“. 
Similarly, for (R,(Z))* = Ii,*(i) we have 
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with 
arzd 
kf(r, y, I) = ko+(E, y, I) + kl+(x, y, I) 
kl+(x, y, I) = s+(x, l) Y+(l)(s(~y, 1))“. 
The matrix Y satisjies 
Y*(z) = u”(l), 
and !P is analytic for I E p(A) n (C\C,), so that 
k+(x, y, I) = k”(y, x, 1). 
Proof. We have proved everything except the statements concerning the 
nature of Y. For 01, /3 E&,*(L) we have 
(R#) Ga> GP) = (R&) G=, /% 
= @G(z) Ga, Ph + (44, P>zY(W, s+(l’,>z >
(5.6) 
and putting 01 = ,Q = Ai- we obtain 
(f(O, J4m), wP4%~ 3 s+(i)), = (&(Z)GA+, 1;“)2 - (R,(Z)GZ-i+, L+), . 
Thus, if 1 J 1 is so small that both (f(Z), hlrm)s and (Zz-Trm , 3(Z)& are invertible, 
we have 
Y(l) = ((F(z), kr,,,~),)-l[(R,(Z)G~+, A++>, - (&,(Z)Gi+, L+)&M.m , f+(I))&l. (5.7) 
Now (f(z), WA2 and (KTn , f+(@2 are analytic in Z E C\@, , and (R,(Z)GA+, L+)s = 
(R,(Z)G&+, GL+) is analytic for Z E p(A). F rom the explicit construction of R,(Z) 
it follows that (R,,(Z)GL+, &+)s is analytic for 1~ @\C, . Therefore (5.7) shows 
that Y is analytic on the open set p(A) n (C\C,). 
In addition to (5.6) we have the alternate expression 
(%(Z)Ga, GP) = (Ga, R&W = (a, %@GP)e 
= (a, %+@G% + (s(z), PW+(@*(a, s+(h , 
and, using (5.5) and (5.6), we get 
for all 01, ,&I ~~~(1). Letting 01 = p = A+ we obtain Y*(Z) = Y+(Z), completing 
the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. The result of Theorem 5.1 can be used to show that RA(Z) is an 
integral operator of Carleman type in case M = I (multiplication by IIn). To 
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see this we define for s E L the matrix-valued functions 6, , qz; on I so that 
8, E @(j), where J = [x, y] C I for some y > x, and 
m = OE , a < t < s, 
= -((~,(“wj*, f = s, 
= 0,“:; ) 1’ < t < b, 
Then 6, , Q FL”(L), and for all f~ D(L,&, 
Specializing this to h = 01 E Lo2(~) and comparing this result with that for R,(I) 
(note that G = I in the case M = I), we find that 
where 
i 
is such that 
Le., 
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Since h+(x, y, I) = k*(y , X, Z), a similar result is valid for the kernel k+ of 
Iz,@j. 
A simplified version of the technique used to prove Theorem 5.1 can be 
employed to show that the injection G: L,2(h) -+ fi = $H is an integral operator 
with a nice kernel. Theorem 3.2(iii) shows that 
MGa = 01, a E Lo’(c). 
Another solution of the nonhomogeneous equation Mu = 01 is given by u = RXIa, 
where R, is the integral operator 
Here the kernel /& bears the same relationship to M as the kernel k, does to 
L - ZM, so that if sM = (sMM1 ,..., s,,,{~~J . IS a b asis for the solutions of ML = 0 
on L, 
The matrix 9& is given by 
which is independent of X. Here fiW is the vm x vtrz matrix 
and 9Yfi, is defined for lW as BL was for L. Now the symmetry lW = &I+ implies 
that 
-93; = -92~) Y;==-YM, ki%Y) = MY, 4, 
and 
(&a, P)2 = (01, R&)2 > 
Analogous to (5.8) we have 
(Go;, P), = (Ga, GP) = (01, (3% , lx, p E LO?(L). (5.9) 
Now M(Ga: - RIMa) = 0 implies that for some constant VIFZ x 1 matrix c(a) 
we have 
G’U = &a: + ~(4, 01 ELo?(L). (5.10) 
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Then we have from (5.8) and (5.9) 
(Ga - %a!, B):! = (s,, 9 P>z 44 = (01, GP - h% 9 01, ,p GL,2(r). 
If we put /3 = xJs,, , where x1 is the characteristic function of a compact interval 
JC L, we see that (sM , p)s = (s,, , s:~)~,~ is an invertible Hermitian vm x vmz 
matrix since it is just the Gramian matrix on J of the basis s,$[ . Therefore 
44 = (h > de,~)-Y~, GXJS, - RV-XJSM~ 2 
= (%42 1 
(5.11) 
where 
Since AI(Gx~s.,.~ - RMxJs,,,) = 0 we see that a = s,,J’* for some vnz x vnl 
matrix r. Hence (5.10) and (5.11) imply that 
Ga = R,.e + sJ(a, s.w)e , a: EL$(l). 
Now the symmetry relations (5.Q (5.9) show that r = I’*, and we have 
proved the following result. 
6. THE SYMMETRIC CASE 
The case when the minimal operator S is symmetric in FJ = 5, is of special 
interest. 
THEOREM 6.1. The minimal o$erator S is symmetric SC S*, ;S and only zy 
L =L’. 
Proof. If L = Lf then S = S+, T = T+, and hence SC T C TC = S”, 
from (4.7) and Theorem 4.2(k). Conversely, suppose S C S*. 
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Then for all (v, #}>, {Z;, 17) E S we have 
Therefore Lv = L+g? for all v E Corn(~), and L = L+. 
COROLLARY. S is symmetric if and only ;f 
p, = zk (-I)’ (3 Dj-“P,;, k = 0 ,..., ?z. 
We now aSnJ?ne L = L+, and summarize the results of Sections 4 and 5 in 
this symmetric case. We have 
T = iif, g> E 35’ If ; C’(l), g E cL’(4 Lf = Wgl, 
S = {b, $1 E !S2 I v 6 C,,%), # = GW 
= KP, $1 E T I v E Coa(l), (A f) = (W, f )2 for all f E ‘% 
(and for all f E !ij)), 
S* = (if, g) E $5” I (g, fifvj2 = (f, LF>~ , all 95 E Corn(,)), 
SC T, T,CScC T’= Tl = T,* = S”, 
T,OT,=T~JT={I~,~)ES~~I~,~EC~(L),L~=M~,~~=--L~}, 
3(T, 0 T,,) = %(T, 0 To) = v(T2 + I), 
T,(O) = T(0) = ‘Q = {f E Q’(b) n sj 1 Mf = 01, 
and 
v(Tl-ZK)=~(T-ZI)=(f~Cr(~)n~[(L-ZM)f =0}, ]~a=\@,, (6.1) 
whereas 
T - II = {{f, g} E Sj” 1 f E C?.(l), g E G’(l), (L - ZM)f = IMg), ZEC. 
For the case L = Lf the exceptional set C, C R. This is clear when n f II. 
Since L = L+ we must have P$ = (- l)nPn and if n = v = 2p, P,* = P, . 
This implies that 
o(Q;‘(x) P”(x)) = {ZE C 1 det(P,(n) - /Q”(x)) = 0) C R. 
For suppose Py(x)[ = ZQ&)t, for some t E C”, [ f 0. Then s*P,(x)[ = 
Zf*Q,,(x)f, and, since (-1)~ Q”(x) > 0, we have t*Qy(x)c # 0, or I = 
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4*~“(a/E”QNw, a real number. In particular, we note that (6.1) is valid for 
all IS UZa = C\lQ. 
We know from general results about symmetric subspaces (closed linear 
manifolds) in 5” [13, p. 921 that 
Tr = S;k = T” -j- h,(1) + i&(f), 1 E @a 7 a direct sum, 
and there exist self-adjoint subspace extensions A = A* of S in 5ja if and only 
if for some (and hence for all) ZE Co , 
dim MS(Z) = dim AIS[l). 
Here 
~SV) = Rf> $3 6 s* I g = Yf> 
is clearIy an operator, and since ~(M,(Z)) = v(S* - U) = V( T - ZI), ): E O=, I
we see that S has self-adjoint extensions in !+jz if and onIy if 
dim V( T - II) = dim V( T - [I), someEECa. (6.2) 
From (6.1) above we have 
dim v( T - ZI) < mm, lE@(). 
Sufficient conditions for the validity of (6.2) are given in the following result. 
THEOREM 6.2. The minimal symmetric operator S has se@adjoint subspace 
extensions in 4jB if either 
(i) (Lp?, P)~ 3 c(Mv, ~)a foF some c E R, all qj E Corn(c), or 
(ii) L, n/r have real coejjicients, that is, pk = P, , k = 0 ,..., n, &. = f& ) 
k = O,..., v. 
A-oaf. For (v, $1 = (9, GLp) E 5’ we have 
Thus 5’ is bounded below by c, and hence has at least one self-adjoint extension 
in $‘, namely, the Friedrichs extension [7, p. 391. If (ii) is assumed, then 
(L - 2M)f = 0 for some f E C?(C) n .tj and 1 E @a implies that (L - ~%‘)f = 0. 
Since f~ $J there exists a sequence 9n E B(H) such that iif - CQ,, I/ -+ 0. Now 
!I vn - sT. II2 = Wh - v)d, vn - 9hJ2 -+ 0 implies that II 9% - PVC I/ - 0, 
and there exists an elementg E !+j such that /j +,, - g /( + 0. It follows from (3.10) 
for 5’ = H that f = g E !+j. Hence, from (6.1) we see that f E v(T - II) if and 
only if f~ v(T - [I), and thus (6.2) is valid, showing that S has self-adjoint 
extensions in Jj”. 
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The self-adjoint version of Theorem 4.4 is the following result, which is 
essentially Theorem 12 in [7]. 
THEomn~ 6.3. Let A be a self-adj,izt subspace satisfying 
(i) T,, C A C Z’r , dim(A/T,) = d. 
Then 2d = t = dim(T,/T,,), a%d there exists a subspace Ml such that 
(ii) &II C Tl 8 T, , dim III1 = d, (M, , Ml> = 0, 
and 
(iii) A = T, $ Ml = Tl n (Ml)*. 
Conversely, if Ml satisfies (ii) where 2d = t, then A = T,, @ Ml is self-adjoint 
md satis$es (i) and (iii). 
Let J3 be any Hilbert space satisfying 52 3 5 = !& , and let A be a self- 
adjoint subspace in 52” such that 
SC T,CA = A”C5F. 
Then C, C p(A), and the generalized resolvent R, of T,, corresponding to A is 
given by 
R/,(Z)h = P(A - II)-lh, hg$i, ZEd-9, 
where P is the orthogonal projection of 52 onto 8. The equality ((A - U-l)* = 
(A - @-l implies that (R,(Z))* = li,@), and we have T,, C T,(Z) C Tl = T$. 
Moreover, Theorem 5.1 applied to this case when T,, = T,,+ shows that we 
may write 
where the kernel k is given by 
f+, y, 0 = 4l(x, Y9 9 + M? Y, 4, 
with K, being the kernel of R,(Z) and 
J&G y, 4 = s(x, I) V)(S(Y> Q*. 
We have 
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Y”(Z) = Y(l), K;(x, J, Zj = k&j, Y, I). 
The matrix YI is analytic on p(A) n (C\CJ 3 CO . 
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